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iNTrODUCTiON

Introduction
Herbie Skeete

 Securities markets are in a state of 
permanent transformation, driven by 
rapid and continuous technological 

advances and ongoing regulatory development. 
Trading engines are getting faster and faster. 
New products are being introduced and trading 
techniques are increasing in sophistication.

Driven by a regulatory zeal to deliver 
competition, securities trading has become 
more dispersed among exchanges and other 
trading venues. Markets have become more 
competitive, as exchanges and other trading 
venues compete aggressively for order flow 
by offering innovative order types, new data 
products and other services, and through fees 
or rebates.

This complexity can create disorderly 
markets. Automation can increase the risk of 
illegal or otherwise inappropriate conduct, 
because market participants have the ability to 
trade large volumes of numerous products in 
just fractions of a second.

For market supervisors, this fragmentation 
and the increasing speed at which trading 
occurs affects the ability to monitor markets 
effectively. its dispersal across multiple trading 
centres makes it more difficult to monitor and 
trace orders and transactions.

in September 2009, the g20 leaders made 
a number of commitments regarding the 
operation of over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives 

markets, including the statement that all OTC 
derivatives contracts should be reported to trade 
repositories in order to improve transparency, 
mitigate systemic risk, and protect against 
market abuse in the derivatives markets.

Markets and market regulation do not 
stay still. The challenge to monitor markets, 
whether for platforms or participants grows 
day-by-day. There is more data emanating at 
faster and faster data rates. There are more 
sources of data, much structured – albeit in 
myriad formats and protocols – and much 
unstructured.  regulators need to look across 
markets and need to look across asset classes.  
To cope with rules of differing complexity and 
ambiguity, systems (machines and people) need 
to learn and to make inferences from patterns 
and scenarios. 

The environment is therefore challenging 
and the tools that have served us well until 
now, no longer cut it. We cannot fight a 21st 
century war with the technological equivalent 
of muskets. in financial markets regulators, 
market operators and market participants have 
moved to asymmetric warfare. This requires 
tools fit for this area and a new mind-set to go 
with such tools.
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 The scale of the problem 
Monitoring markets for disorderly behaviour is made challenging 
by the growth of trading activity and its increasing complexity.

 Trading in all asset classes has grown 
exponentially in volume in the first 
decade of the 21st century, fuelled by 

algorithmic trading and high-speed execution. 
The characteristics of these markets make them 
increasingly hard to monitor. 

robert Barnes, CEO of multilateral trading 
facility, Turquoise, says, “The net result is a 
massive increase in the data that is available. 
That requires a commensurate evolution 
in approach to analyse and display this 
information for insight that is relevant.” 

To give a feeling for the size of these 
businesses, in global market capitalisation 
terms, equities are worth around US$50 trillion, 
bonds about US$90-100 trillion and over-the-
counter (OTC) derivatives have around US$700 
trillion in open interest according to industry 
estimates. Listed derivatives have around 
US$80 trillion of open interest.

Open interest should not be considered a 
direct like-for-like comparison with stock or 
bond values – derivatives contracts are open for 
fixed periods of time rather than being perpetual 
– but the notional amounts outstanding against 
open contracts is important to note, when one 
is considering the challenge of monitoring 
trading activity. 
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Volume control
recent legislation – the Dodd Frank Act in the 
US and the European Markets infrastructure 
regulation (EMir) – has demanded that traders 
put up funds to cover the expense of managing 
OTC derivatives trades, in the event that one 
side of a deal goes bankrupt. getting the assets 
needed to provide that cover creates trading 
around the periphery of the derivatives business, 
with changes being made intraday based on the 
value of the contracts.

That drives up trading volume, which as 
a proxy of activity indicates the amount of 
movement market supervisors have to track. 
in the US, monthly equity trading turnover 
grew from US$4.4 trillion in January 2013 to 
US$5.5 trillion in January 2014, albeit with 
highly volatile volume in the intervening 
months, according to Thomson reuters data. 
Over the same period Europe saw monthly 
turnover increase from €1.43 trillion (US$1.99 
trillion) in turnover to €1.63 trillion (US$2.26 
trillion). For listed derivatives globally, annual 
turnover was US$1880 trillion in open interest 
in 2013, according to the Bank for international 
Settlements (BiS), while the last measure 
of monthly turnover for the OTC markets 
was US$167.2 trillion in April 2013 which, 

if representative, gave an annual turnover  
of US$2006 trillion.

globally, average trade sizes have been 
declining over the last decade where markets 
are becoming automated. Algorithmic  
trading platforms are designed to conceal 
large orders, by breaking them into child 
orders. Other systems use very smaller  
orders to find matches for buy/sell activity 
in order to ascertain liquidity on different 
trading venues. 

Mike Powell, managing director, Enterprise 
at Thomson reuters says, “The big business 
drivers in trading firms around market data 
complexity are the desires for more cross-asset, 
cross-market trading strategies, the desire to 
get a consolidated view of risk exposure and the 
need to report to multiple regulators. The data 
management effort involved in making these 
happen is huge.”

As the value traded increases and the size 
of orders decreases, market supervisors are 
faced with an increasingly complicated task to 
keep track of market activity. in addition, no 
supervisor has a complete picture of activity. 
For any one market a regulator will typically 
track activity in national markets, possibly in 
limited asset classes - for example cash assets 
and equity derivatives are monitored by the 
Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) in 
the US while other derivatives fall under the 
jurisdiction of the Commodities and Futures 
Trading Commission (CFTC). An exchange 
only follows activity taking place in its venue, 
and brokers can only see clients’ behaviour 
run through their books, not those of others. 
Traders are trying to hide what they are doing 
– it is their job to – and so finding a trader 
misbehaving can be very hard indeed.

Source: World Federation of Exchanges

Source: World Federation of Exchanges
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The limit of legacy technology 
Old technology is adaptable but is not fit for purpose.

Seeing data for what it is
Changing the process of storage and retrieval could allow regulators  
to see everything where it sits, getting a picture of the real market.

 F aced with enormous growth in capital 
markets activity, brokers, exchanges 
and regulators used the tools they had 

to try and support their requirement for cross-
market, cross-asset surveillance. However the 
changes that were occurring in capital markets 
proved too complex for the technology being 
used at the time. 

First amongst these technologies was the 
Excel spreadsheet. its advantages are clear: it 
is highly accessible and can be held by a trader 
or quant on a PC; it can be easily interrogated 
for information and checked for errors or 
erroneous data; understanding of Excel is high 
within the financial world making it practical 
for anyone to use.

However those strengths contain the kernels 
of its weakness. if copies of spreadsheets 
are held everywhere their data cannot be 
simultaneously updated, so the models used on 
it cannot all be producing the correct output. 
Spreadsheets cannot easily all be checked for 
error simultaneously, and so if an error occurs it 
is hard for the enterprise to locate it. if anyone 

is checking and changing systems without 
quality control, then errors in models are more 
likely to occur. Most fundamentally Excel was 
not designed as a specific number-crunching 
program, but as a general-purpose spreadsheet, 
leaving it weaker under duress than a database. 

“People tend to like simple, open tools, and 
that is the beauty of something like Excel,” says 
Charles radclyffe chief executive at BiPB, the 
capital markets-focussed, big data and analytics 

 Some incredible changes have happened 
in the field of data management. if 
one considers the documents that can  

be found within a google search – text and 
images, .html and .pdf – using a natural 
language query, it becomes apparent there are 
many ways to store and retrieve data beyond a 
proprietary database. 

“With the computing power that is now 
available, it is possible to get machine learning 
algorithms in place to determine certain 
patterns,” says Clemens Baader, chief data 
scientist at BiPB. “There has been a quantum 
leap in machine learning in the past two or 
three years that allows for in-depth relational 
analysis. With the right inputs you can let 
computers find patterns.”

Wedded to this analytical capability is the 
capacity to break away from legacy data storage 
models that frequently restricted the user and 
thereby limited their usefulness.

“The traditional way of data storage and 
retrieval is to build a data warehouse,” says 
Charles radclyffe, chief executive of BiPB. 
“An incredible amount of effort is needed 
to normalise the data, put it into a common 
format and then analyse it. Supporting a single 
repository with disaster recovery, replicating 
it in several locations whilst trying to make it 
valuable for lots of different users, who may 
use very different terminologies, can be costly 
without delivering results.”

One spin-off of the google search engine is an 
open source platform called Hadoop that was 
based on a white paper released in 2004 by two 
google engineers. The platform is so effective 
that Facebook and Yahoo use it. However such 
innovations need securing before they are 
used by a serious commercial entity such as 
a brokerage. No chief risk officer would want 
to see a possible ‘1,000,256 search results’ 
delivered as equally valid responses to the query 
‘What is my exposure to interest rate swaps?’

“To facilitate human understanding of this 
vast information, we need to be agile in our 
approach, offer end user self service tools to 
visualise simply what actually is happening.” 
says robert Barnes, CEO of Turquoise.

Where advances are being made, it is with 

consultancy. “To deal with it, some firms have 
tried to ban which people just bypass. Others 
have tried to lock it down which is a total 
disaster with massively over-engineered iT.”

The other legacy technology was the use of 
primarily relational databases for gathering 
and then analysing information.  

relational databases, and similar 
technologies such as data warehouses, are very 
effective models for recording certain types of 
structured information. They are designed for 
transactional data e.g, Dave bought shares from 
ABC bank for X dollars. They are less effective 
when dealing with sequential event-based data 
e.g. Dave placed a trade on X exchange, then 
Y exchange, then bought an option, and all of 
those assets subsequently rose in value. 

This presents an obvious challenge for a 
supervisor as it is rarely the transaction, but 
more likely the transactors, who are the targets 
of analysis. There are many types of data that 
need to be examined.

“The world we now operates in vast tranches 
of data; computerised trading systems operate 
very quickly and we have to make sure our 
systems can expand to include all available 
sources,” says Haj Muntz, general manager for 
Southern Europe, Middle East and Africa at data 
visualisation specialist Datawatch. “We can no 
longer just take data from a relational database 
as there is a lot of live data sitting outside in 
news feeds, streaming data from third parties 
and so you need a versatile, flexible system to 
handle that data.”

“There is a lot of live data sitting 
outside in news feeds, streaming  

from third parties, and so you need  
a versatile, flexible system to  

handle that data."
Haj Muntz, general manager for Southern Europe,  

Europe, Middle East and Africa, Datawatch

“Unless we adopt a strong level of 
engineering integrity in developing 
technologies, we will end up with  
a plateau in advancement."
Charles Radclyffe, chief executive, BiPB.

technologies that, like the google platform and 
Hadoop, do not require data to be centralised 
and stored are being industrialised to deliver 
reliable and valuable insights. This can 
facilitate monitoring of trading across markets 
and instruments but while the widespread 
adoption of search engines is a testament to 
their usability, technology that is relied upon 
for market supervision will need to see a more 
industrial, engineering level of design.

“To empower end users and one has to think 
about them,” says radclyffe. “When designing 
systems you need a mixture of people who 
understand data science, data design and data 
philosophy while focusing on the end user. 
Unless we adopt a strong level of engineering 
integrity in developing technologies, we will 
end up with a plateau in advancement.”
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